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Martine Moretti, Translator

Organisation Information•

Cooperation Profiles•
ABOUT US

PROFILE

I am a native Italian professional translator with an extensive work experience in technical fields. I’ve also been building a strong expertise by 
working as an assistant and a translator in each of my specialist areas for over 14 years. Experienced in Ms Office and Translations Tools (CAT 
Tools and Translation Memories), I am also dedicated to pursuing personal development and knowledge of my specialist areas.

I am accurate, professional, proactive and simply...committed to excellence! My mission is to help businesses break the language barriers that 
hamper they development abroad.

I also work with a team of professional translator which allows me to propose 15 + languages (Chinese, Russian and Arabic included - co-
working with higly qualified translators).

My Specialist Areas are:

Electronics, engineering & domotics

Commerce & Marketing

Cosmetics & Beauty

Tourism

Leisure Boats & Sailing

Banking 

Some of the documents I can handle:

Bills of sale; Statements of truth; Declarations of assets; Statements of compensation balance etc.; All kind of certificates; Contracts of 
availement – Products specifications, installation and user manuals

Technical specifications (leisure boats, alarm systems etc.); Online-published “boat(s) for sale” advertisements etc.

Slogans and newsletters

Beauty products packaging and catalogues; Training programs, massage techniques and specific documentation dedicated to masseurs and 
therapists; Beauty Centres and Spa descriptions/operating methods etc.

Marketing and customer satisfaction surveys

Corporate documentation etc.

Specialised Internet content for luxury hotels and tourist services (B&B, luxury hotels, companies specialised in domotics, cosmetics etc.)...

Services EN/ES/FR > ITA & 15+ languages:

* Translation (written texts)

* Interpreting (consecutive and liaison only) for companies in France

* Transcription

* Proofreading and editing of your existing translations

* Transcreation (a new life for all your marketing texts!)

ADVANTAGES FOR THE CUSTOMER

*. No intermediaries, no extra fees

*. Entrusting a professional translator with the translation of your texts allows you to:

CROIX, France
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1. Benefit from an accurate and high-quality text

2. Be more effective (your bilingual work force at all levels can focus on the main field it was recruited for instead of translation)

3. Be more productive

3. Be provided with top-notch services and a responsive customer-care at the same time!

*. Peace of mind because…

1. I am qualified to translate your texts

2. I am an expert in your target market(s)

3. I love what I do and I do it because being part of a success story (yours) is extremely fascinating and rewarding!4. My professional translation 
tools allow me to:

a) save time for both of us

b) provide you with the quality translations you expect

c) ensure consistency between your various texts

d) avoid errors

4. I deliver a finished product (translated and proofread)

*. Varied multilingual offer because…

I work with a network of expert translators and professionals in each area of specialisation.

*. Privileged relationship

Personalised, fast and efficient communication (no intermediaries).

*. Complete confidentiality assured because…

I respect both your profession and mine.

*. Quality of translation guaranteed because…

My reputation and your satisfaction are extremely important to me.

*. Effective result

Your texts will be clear, correct and concise: the key to boosting your business!

AREAS OF ACTIVITY

Sustainable Buildings and districts

Energy saving•

Renewable Energies

Photovoltaic solar Heating•

Others - Renewable Energy•

Energy management

Energy efficiency•

Other management or energy saving systems•

Services

Planning services•

Research and Development
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Research and Development•

ORGANISATION
Mt moretti translations

COUNTRY
France

City: CROIX

TYPE
Company

SIZE
1-10 people

WEBSITE
www.morettitranslations.com

Other services•
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